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In the space of a breath, what he thought was his life...shattered. Grant Borrows has been Shifted-

in the silence between heartbeats, his whole life fundamentally altered. There's another man in the

world wearing his face and living his life. What's more, the man staring back from his mirror is a

stranger.But the changes don't stop at skin-level. Inexplicably, he's able to affect objects around him

by simply thinking about them. And as he soon learns, he's become the central figure in a vast web

of intrigue that stretches from an underground global conspiracy to a prophecy dating back over

seven thousand years. Enemies and allies find him at every turn, but one thing they learn all too

soon is that you don't want to push Grant Borrows too far...Can destiny be undone?The players are

ready. The game is in motion. And the pace is: Relentless.(The Dominion Trilogy Book 1)
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Collin Boyd's life is unremarkable--his job, his apartment, even his clothes. But everything changes

when he switches bodies with Grant Borrows. In one terrifying moment his entire identity vanishes,

and he has no idea how or when it happened. All Collin knows is that when he stepped off the LA

Metro bus, he became a new man. Now his name is Grant Borrows, a man with an entirely different



physique, lifestyle, and bank account. And someone is trying to kill him and those he loves.Running

for his life, Grant rescues his sister, Julie, but she doesn't recognize him. When he finally convinces

her he really is her brother, together they begin a quest for answers. Just who is Grant Borrows?

How is he able, when provoked, to manipulate objects with his mind? And why won't the strange

gold ring he's wearing come off?It's only when Grant and Julie discover others who've experienced

the same "Shift" that Grant experienced, that the puzzle pieces start dropping into place. Those

Shifted have several things in common. They all wear rings like Grant's, and they all have unique

abilities. From photographic memories, mathematical prowess, to the ability to convince others

they're seeing things. But the real question for Grant is: why has this happened to any of them? And

could Grant really be the one called the Bringer, prophesied about some 7,000 years ago?Robin

Parrish has been compared to Ted Dekker, and I can see the similarities. They both know how to

create vivid and imaginative plots. Both can hook readers on page one and never release them until

the last paragraph. But frankly, I enjoyed Parrish's writing style even better than Dekker's.
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